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ABSTRACT

This study explored the dynamics of information exchange involving field issues relating to construction and the assistance that a virtual site visit can provide to the field decision-making process. Such a process can be used for inspection and surveillance situations in addition to field decision making.

The virtual site visit integrates advanced digital audio/video/data conferencing technology in wired and wireless Internet formats to assist in communicating field situations to remote off-site personnel. At its highest development, project information can be transmitted wirelessly through the Internet from a remote construction site to a residency and then to multiple locations through existing communication networks. This research demonstrates the ability to provide high levels of information transfer at relatively low cost, thus enabling critical and timely decisions. This is done through the use of available hardware and software assembled in a manner that allows interactive real-time audio/video transmission and reception.

The research identifies the types and applicability of information critical to design and construction operations and the applicability of the Internet and advanced technologies to improve communication and decision making. In addition, the technical limitations on implementation of low-cost real-time audio-visual information transfer were explored.
INTRODUCTION

Construction is a process that requires interactive decision-making by the parties responsible for the construction. This often calls for approvals and inspections by off-site personnel, including the owner, architect/engineer, contractor, construction manager, and other personnel from agencies that have decision making responsibility. This creates a need for timely decision making during construction frequently necessitates immediate and simultaneous access to the site and site data by architects, engineers, contractors, and owners. When these parties are in locations other than the project site, problems and the potential for delay becomes acute.

In most situations, the process of locating the responsible personnel and informing them about the situation reduces productivity and creates unnecessary project delays. Additionally, if travel to a remote site is required, additional delays can occur, impacting other projects being handled by involved personnel. Recognizing the importance of the personnel’s time and their simultaneous involvement in multiple projects, a full-time site presence by all the parties is impractical. Yet it is essential that timely decisions be made; a loss of time eventually translates into financial loss. Timely information transfer is as necessary to construction as are personnel, materials, and equipment.

Thus the challenge becomes how to deliver critical communications in a timely and comprehensible method to allow decisions to be made by remote personnel. Additionally, effective supervision at the site level and efficient communication at the office level encourage optimum productivity from the personnel involved. In order to ensure smooth operations throughout the construction project, it is essential to have open, accurate, and up-to-date information provided to all project participants (Kerzner, 1995). Informed project communications enables timely decision-making, thus improving project productivity. A breakdown of communications that results in delay can also lead to a dispute, an event requiring more time and money from all parties involved.
PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The goal of this research was to provide an effective solution to the problem of critical and timely decision making by developing communication models that would enable a "virtual site visit" by personnel from the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). The concept of a virtual site visit is to allow personnel to view, evaluate, clarify, or modify what is occurring on the construction site by making the site, project personnel and project data available in real or near real time at multiple remote locations.

The objectives of this research were as follows:

- Identify the types of information exchanges used in field decision making by VDOT field personnel.
- Develop a workable model for using advanced audio/video technology to inspect, report, and problem solve remote projects through the concept of virtual site visits.
- Explore and document the limitations to establishing and implementing the technical network, both as it presently exists internal to VDOT field operations and in terms of the technical limitations of current technology, including the real-time capabilities and system resolution required to facilitate decision making.

Therefore, to achieve the research objectives, the investigators explored two interrelated areas: (1) the field communications activities that engage the project participants and the techniques that are used to complete and record the decisions reached, and (2) advanced communications technologies, including Internet capabilities. Completed investigations into these areas should lead to an information process map of field communications needs and advanced communication techniques for implementing a virtual visit.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Field Project Communications

During the construction phase of a project it is essential that good and timely communications prevail throughout the process. The ever-changing dynamics of construction require that all parties be kept apprised of issues that can ultimately affect the cost, schedule, or performance of the work. In addition, the very nature of construction creates its own problems because of the remoteness of the project from the project participants.

The common fast track project delivery method demands collaboration and the sharing of timely and accurate information between the field and remote offices. Therefore, access to real-time information is critical to the overall construction process as it translates to effective decision making, ultimately leading to a successful project. The implications of improving information flow during the construction process force industry leaders to reevaluate coordination and communication strategies (Chinowsky, 1998).
One of the largest construction projects to use integrated information exchange is the Boston’s Central Artery/Tunnel project otherwise known as the “Big Dig.” This is an $11 billion project with over 100 contractors and 36 field offices working around-the-clock shifts. At its start in 1986, very little thought was given to software automation and document management. There was a multitude of different software packages being used to enter data. Daily progress reports, pay quantities, and deficiency reports were all being entered in different software products, few of which freely exchanged data. Data gridlock occurred because of the time lags in reporting and integrating the figures; both contractors and field offices began issuing reports that conflicted with internal data being collected by field project managers.

In 1992, Bechtel, the project management coordinator, decided that the information control was out of hand and implemented an Oracle7 database to create a Construction Information System (CIS) using Structured Query Logic (SQL) to generate standard reports. This system has available online in real time the reports from over 12,000 field engineers. Requests for Information (RFI) inquires were immediately available for response by the appropriate project personnel. As of 1998, the Big Dig project manager consultants had integrated a web-based project-specific web site (PSWS) as a document management system with contract management software, estimating software, and scheduling software included (Harrison, 1998).

Building an Integrated Project Information System

As early as 1984, various participants in the construction process began to understand the potential for using computer technology of capturing (selecting, gathering, and storing) construction project information into a single database. Although this group of owners, designers, constructors, and academicians were more concerned with design and life-cycle databases, they did recognize that technology enhancements would move faster than the organizations implementing new computer information systems. Additionally, this group was fully aware that project owners must demand the use of integrated project databases or implementation would be even slower (National Academy of Sciences, 1985). The categorization of information established by earlier researchers has contributed to an understanding of how databases can be organized to contribute to improved workflow processes. Vanegas brings much of the previous work on categorization of information management and advanced communications technology together for strengthening the interface between design and construction workflow processes (Vanegas, 1994).

In the late 1980s and early 1990s the term information superhighway preceded the Internet and was widely used to reference the emerging concept of electronically delivered information. Although there are cultural, legal, and organizational barriers to using this information, the technical barriers must first be removed. Cleveland recognizes that in construction these technical barriers fall between automated information delivery to the job site and use of that information by the construction team. In the delivery of information, each participant and/or software vendor custom designs the information in a form that restrains its use by others on the project team. With regard to automated information use, Cleveland is also critical of requiring all members of the team to use the same software. His insight leads to a vision of technology that would enable dissimilar computer applications to integrate and deliver data in various formats that can be used by the different team members (Cleveland, 1994).
This vision led to Cleveland and Bentley Systems taking the lead on the development of a design/construction Internet-usable software language standard called XML (extensible markup language) and aecXML (architecture/engineering/construction/XML). It is believed by many that the proliferation of this collaborative enabling technology will work to reduce the fragmentation so common in construction. Thus, in the next five years the design/construction industry will depart significantly from the current construction production paradigm of paper-based field documents (Inglesby, 2000). The future of construction project management points toward the use of advanced computer technology for computer-integrated construction (CIC) and team-based web-enabled project management.

Massachusetts and Ohio have implemented a total life cycle document management system for design and construction information on the life histories of their states’ bridges. Massachusetts compiled a multimedia catalog using Integrated Bridge Inspection Information System (IBIIS) to acquire, transfer, and archive their states’ stock of bridges. The documentation includes drawings, ratings data, digital photographs, and full motion video clips in an integrated single click-and-point, searchable database. Ohio implemented a $1.8 million customized bridge-management system to computerize digital data on its over 40,000 bridges. The information can be updated by the user and contains data similar to those in Massachusetts’s system (Leung, 1996).

Construction Communication Mapping

Much of the work on computer-integrated construction (CIC) has focused on product models representing data about components. Fisher, Froese, and Pham (1994) recognize this and propose to expand the concept of CIC to be the electronic sharing of project information among project participants. To break down the barriers to implementing true CIC, information must be shared laterally as it is created or the structure will remain fragmented and underused, as the user usually sits at the bottom of project organizations. This is aptly stated by the comment that “usually a team responsible for a specific task has no control over the information flowing into its task, and control but no interest in the information flowing out of its task.” Fisher et al. also note that information is not considered a value-added component of a project, i.e., it does not put work into place. Thus information is considered overhead and should be expensed or accounted for in the project as such.

Essential to using advanced computing technology for field decision making is an understanding of the job site informational needs. Research on using wireless communications for construction information needs has been undertaken and reported by the Construction Industry Institute (CII). A valuable component of the CII report is the categorization of field informational needs into nine categories linked to four formats for communicating information. The report also analyzed each of these information categories in terms of its appropriateness to be supported by wireless communication. The CII study concludes that the only wireless technology currently available to transmit video communications for construction purposes is wireless local area network (LAN) (de la Garza, 1996).
Internet Information Exchange in the Design and Construction Industry

The Internet revolution is without a question the single most exciting development in communication in the Information Age. In 1998 there were over 36 million host computers connected to the Internet in over 140 countries (Nielsen Media Research/CommerceNet, 1998). As of March 2000, Nua Ltd., the major Internet survey agency, estimates over 304 million users worldwide of which 134 million (approximately 45% of the U.S. population) live in the United States (Nua Ltd., 2000). If past growth is any indication of future growth, world Internet users should double in the next 2 years.

Now, more than ever, instant access and sharing of information are easy through the “ready-made” networks provided by the Internet. This influence has redefined the way business is approached. For instance, the development of electronic mail enables peoples at remote locations to send and receive written, voice and data messages in a matter of seconds. Other tools such as web browsers permit users to navigate the Internet through the use of hypertext and hypermedia links to access a plethora of resources in the form of texts, graphics, audio, and video. Thus Internet e-mail now rivals faxing as a common communication medium for construction project participants.

These Internet tools, along with others, help the business community to communicate, coordinate, and collaborate more efficiently. A direct outgrowth in construction of the Internet as a communication tool is the development of PSWS. These sites in fact are project extranets devoted exclusively to construction management and allow participants to visit project site data on a 24/7 basis. The essence of the Internet for construction is that project data are online and accessible instantaneously by any of the project participants through any Internet portal.

Project-Specific Web Site

With the advent of the Internet and the web, other mechanisms of integrating project data with sounds and images have become prevalent. E-mail and Internet information access have changed significantly the way work is developed and approached. Within the last year, the concept of project extranets has taken the construction industry by storm. A PSWS is a private web site that distributes various types of project data on demand to the various project team members. Information available online at the PSWS or virtual project site are CAD files, specifications, digital photographs, meeting reports, shop drawings, correspondence, schedules, pay quantities, and an almost endless list of project documents. Some PSWS also provide collaborative redlining through online conferencing and site observation through web-based site cameras (Novitski, 1999). By accessing a project extranet or PSWS for online construction management, a team member is in effect performing a virtual site visit. Year 2000 was considered the year of early adopters for online PSWS, 2001 for near mass acceptance, and 2002 for Europe and Asia (Williams, 2000).

Notable among these dot com software applications for PSWS are MP Interactive Corporation (http://e-builder.net), Bidcom (http://web.bidcom.com/), Meridian Project Systems (http://web.projecttalk.com), Bentley Systems (http://projectwise.bentley.com/), and Autodesk (http://buzzsaw.com), the creator of AutoCad. Each of these vendors has created software that allows a project team to set up a PSWS and use this location for the virtual project site. This
software is available for client use by either purchase or renting. A third method of acquisition is to create a PSWS internally. Figure 1 is a component diagram of a PSWS.

The simplicity and convenience of the Internet have become catalysts in converting what is now a paper-dominated industry into a digital communication mode, particularly through web-based project collaboration and management (Phair, 1998).

**Advanced Communications Technology in Construction**

Liu and colleagues conducted pioneering work in using multimedia technology for as-built project information, particularly by superintendents in compiling daily diary entries. In his work, Liu et al. (1995) recognizes that the daily job dairy is a comprehensive project document that provides baseline progress data and is useful in case of claims and disputes. By including multimedia content in the daily diary, a more complete picture of actual project progress is available than through the written word. Liu extended this work to incorporating a wireless "digital hardhat" for field data collection. This concept incorporates a pen-based computer and a hardhat-mounted camera for capturing on-site images in a multimedia format. This capture is then wirelessly transmitted to a site server for web access. Liu states that prototypes are in testing, but his
publication lacks the technical data on the hardware and software utilized to implement the “digital hardhat” (Liu, 1997).

Other work coupled with the concept of gathering multi media field data is Coble’s work in capturing digital stills and transferring wirelessly back to a wired server connected to the Internet (Coble et al., 1998). The advent of digital cameras with wired transfer capabilities has made digital imaging a common project data-gathering tool, although it is not automated on a wireless basis. Beliveau, Cody, and Mills have also proposed wireless wearable computing linked to the web as an alternative to actual field site visits, their concept of virtual site visits. Systems identification and technical data for bandwidth needs and wireless transmission modes linked to a project communications matrix and a field trial indicate this medium can be used successfully (Beliveau et al., 1998; Mills and Beliveau, 1998).

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The research approach for this project focused on creating a working model of field communications and the acquisition, transfer, and archiving (ATA) of needed information for decision making using advanced communications technology. These two major areas of investigation, field project communications, and advanced communication technology, were researched in an effort to provide an effective solution to critical and timely decision making by developing a virtual site visits communication model.

The task activities followed a very simple progression. The first task was to select a project to assess current construction processes used by VDOT. This was done by designating the Wilson Creek Bridge construction near Blacksburg, Virginia, as the specific project vehicle for setting up the research. The structure, the tallest in Virginia, is a cast-in-place, segmental arch, reinforced concrete structure over 1,500 feet long. The second task involved meetings with VDOT personnel, construction management inspectors, design engineers, and contractors to determine the status of internal project communications. This work was used, as the basis for developing a roadmap for advanced communication modes and a strategy for creating a “virtual project site” that could be accessible regardless of time and location. With subsequent foundation work in the mechanisms of VDOT field communications, research was conducted in both wired and wireless computer networking capabilities.

Project-Specific Web Site

To facilitate the concept of a virtual site visit, a web-enabled database component (see Figure 2) of PSWS was created. The site was installed on a web server as the base site for engaging in virtual site visits. In creating this prototype, the application of inputting daily or weekly reports to a virtual construction website was developed and deployed. Active server pages (ASP) are used to create the Internet application that allows a site user, an inspector possibly, to input his or her project daily reports into the MS Access 97 database.
ASP is a programming environment that provides the ability to combine HTML, or Hypertext Markup Language, scripting, and components to create a powerful Internet applications that runs on the server. HTML is the current coding language used to create Hypertext documents for use on the web. Two components were used to create the prototype web-enabled database:

1. A computer with an MS Internet Information Server that functions as a web server and as the central information center that host the MS Access Database.

2. Creating a mechanism that allows the remote project participant to control the database through the Internet. This is achieved by using Drumbeat 2000 to create Active Server Pages that deployed the database-input form. The ASP in the server converts the database-input form as HTML dynamic documents. In addition, an ODBC (Object DataBase Connector) was utilized to provide a connection between the database and the ASP page.
Advanced Communications Technology

Simultaneously with the creation of a PSWS, investigation and procurement of hardware and software were undertaken to implement the virtual visit. Among the hardware and software investigated were digital cameras and e-mail, statically based interactive site-mounted cameras, high-speed network access, portable and wearable wireless LAN computing devices, voice activated software, and portable desktop videoconferencing. Wireless cell phone service was only briefly reviewed for applicability and not explored in depth.

Figure 3 details the operational structure for implementing automated image capture of predefined construction activities. This ease of implementation of sitecam in the construction industry has attracted a number of construction companies. The hardware requirements of the model diagramed in Figure 3 are as follows:

- **Web camera server**: This camera acts as its own web server, provided the camera is assigned a static Internet protocol (IP) address.

- **Internet connection**: A project that can tolerate visual project updates at frequencies greater than 1-minute intervals will find a dedicated 56K-modem connection adequate. For near real-time pan, tilt, and zoom user-controlled cameras, a minimum 128K Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) connection is required.

- **Project or company web server**: Create a link or file transfer protocol (FTP) image to the web server. Also, program the server to capture and store project photos at specific time intervals with time and date stamp for identification purposes.

![Figure 3. Construction Sitecam Model](image-url)
Wearable Wireless Virtual Visit

The meshing of these investigations yielded a wireless, portable virtual visit prototype for the ATA of needed information. Several experiments were conducted using the derived communication matrix and multimedia aspects of a virtual site visit.

The belt worn, Windows 95 computer (WPC) shown in Figure 4 is configured with two PC card slots and a head mount display (HMD) unit. It is equipped with external ports for color monitor, keyboard, mouse, parallel, serial, and external drive connections. Voice and video capture is accomplished using a miniature camera and microphone attached to an audio-video (AV) capture card. This card fills one of the PC card slots to enable the usage of a videoconferencing software package providing dull-duplex sound and video capabilities. This allows for full duplex, or two-way, video/audio conferencing on the WPC. A wireless LAN adapter card fills the other PC card slot. This enables the mobile user to have a connection to the Internet, enabling videoconferencing capabilities in the field (via MS NetMeeting). For keyboard and mouse capabilities, a hardware device called Twiddler is used. Twiddler has computer-input capabilities and is designed to act as a mouse and a keyboard. It allows the mobile user the mobility and convenience to input information while freeing up the other hand. The WPC is also equipped with voice-activated web browsing software.

![Figure 4. Complete Belt Worn Personal Computer (WPC) with Head Mounted Display (HMD), Xybernaut Corp.](image)
To effectively implement a virtual visit at a remote workface, a wireless local area network (WLAN) is required. This was accomplished using a WaveAccess Jaguar AP132™ Access Point with a dual 6-in whip antenna and a wireless PC card adapter with an internal antenna. WaveAccess has subsequently been purchased by Lucent Technologies and is manufactured under the Lucent name. The Jaguar is a 2.4 GHz WLAN that operates in unlicensed bands using digital frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) radio technology. It is easily designed to create its own network with data rates between 1.6 Mbps and 3.2 Mbps and can be connected to any Ethernet network. The radio technology used, the antenna selected, and the environment in which it operates all limit the range. Although geographically limited, this system communicates using line of sight communications. The tested virtual visit configuration is shown in Figure 5.

In the configuration shown, there are three main areas of focus: Mobile Field Unit, Jobsite Trailer, and Off-site Computer Server Unit. The Mobile Field Unit describes the components of the WPC that an individual wears out into the field. The Jobsite Trailer is where the WLAN receiver resides. This transceiver access point AP 132 as shown in Figure 5 is hardwired to the Internet via an Ethernet connection. The Off-site Computer Unit is any computer connected to the Internet. The model shown could have an architect, engineer, or inspector on the other end communicating with the Mobile Field Unit.

The appropriate communication matrix for a hypothetical site inspection or construction conflict requiring a virtual visit videoconference at the workface is shown in Figure 6. Elements of Figure 6 are derived from the generic construction communications matrix shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 5. Virtual Visit Configuration](image-url)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Field Project Communications

In meeting with the Wilson Creek Bridge project personnel, it was quickly apparent that there was little effort to integrate and make project documentation digitally accessible. At the beginning of the project, the construction management inspectors possessed only internal corporate e-mail capabilities and no Internet or web capability. By the close of this research, each of the consultant inspectors had Internet accessible e-mail and web browsing capability. The on-site lack of rudimentary Internet capabilities altered the initial strategic approaches to the research.

Voice

The interviews conducted among construction personnel identified the various methods of communication and their usefulness as a value added commodity. The predominant verbal
communication from site to off site was a land line telephone. Limited cellular phones were available. There were two problems with cell phone usage: (1) signal strength is extremely weak at the site, and (2) VDOT's policy was to minimize cell phone usage as a cost control measure. Internally, construction field personnel relied on two-way radio for field communications.

**Written**

Overall internal written documentation is organized for immediate user accessibility but with the exception of "official reports" is fragmented with regard to standards and lacks any accessibility through a single unified database. The organizational strategy for project information appeared dependent on the construction manager consultant, who on this project was McDonough, Boylard, Peck.

A limited analysis of project documentation is as follows:

- **Payment request:** These are compiled and submitted monthly and are maintained through a VDOT developed electronic "Construction Workbook." Data to input pay quantities are transferred from the project dairies, which are in turn compilations of inspector’s reports.

- **Project diaries:** This is an electronically compiled record for reporting equipment, labor, and daily work activities. These diaries reside on individual personal desktop computers in Microsoft Access and were accessible only through those particular workstations. These diaries are considered by some site personnel to be "the only binding source document for work activities." The ability to use virtual site visits and integrated project databases as vehicles for claims and disputes is not the focus of this research and has not been pursued.

- **Engineering reports:** Although electronically prepared these are maintained on site as bound hardcopy.

- **Inspection reports:** Field inspections are conducted on a daily basis and maintained in both electronic and hard copy. The dairy is used extensively to compile and maintain these field reports. Test reports, including density, and concrete tests would be classified within these reports.

- **Schedules:** Schedules are electronically prepared and maintained on-site in separate data files. Suretrack by Primavera Systems is low-cost powerful project management software though used exclusively on this project for critical path method (CPM) scheduling. As-planned and as-built project schedules are monitored by VDOT consultant inspectors.

- **Submittals/shop drawings:** Although many of these shop drawings are electronically prepared, they are reviewed and maintained as hard copies at the following locations, VDOT/Richmond: VDOT/Christiansburg, the job site, and the contractor's office. Shop
drawings being reviewed or revised are maintained at either the engineer's office or the supplier's location and are not accessible by other project participants.

- **CAD drawings**: Not all projects will use CAD documents, although the Wilson Creek Bridge project does. It is uncertain as to the level of electronic access of these drawings by any but the engineers of record.

- **Plan revisions**: Multiple manual copies exist at various locations.

- **Specifications**: These exist, as do the drawings, in digital format but are exclusively maintained, accessed, and searched on-site in a hard copy format.

What is quickly obvious from the documentation review is that electronically prepared documents are still predominantly maintained and accessed using paper-based organizational structures. Additional work was done on categorizing the types of construction communication and their documentation and value added characteristics. This work was later used in developing a strategy for conducting virtual visit experiments and mapping appropriate communication technology for specific purposes.

**Construction Communication Matrix**

Because of the complex nature of construction, it is difficult to identify all instances of whom, why, and when information is integrated by being gathered, stored, and shared. The communication matrix shown in Table 1 is a useful tool to illustrate and map the different scenarios involved in information exchange during the construction process.

The communication matrix was created as a tool for organizing an approach to mapping appropriate technology with communication characteristics and the subsequent decisions. In order to map a strategy for comparison of Internet communication tools and their benefits, the matrix should be modified specifically for the construction situation and critical need (See Figures 6 and 7). In making a decision the three elements of information are essential, information must be acquired and transferred, and once acted upon the decision must be archived. This matrix is structured to guide in choosing a technology consistent with all aspects of the matrix. For example, a simple telephone conversation may be a justifiable method to resolve one situation, whereas in another situation, a site visit from an outside party may be required.

Therefore, the objective is to determine the optimum situation for the communication mechanism to be used. As an example, a communication matrix was developed for various project situations in an effort to analyze and measure the differences between the different communication mechanisms used to meet a specific information need. Figures 6 and 7 modify the matrix by identifying the parameters that involve the decision to communicate via routine e-mailed digital photos (Figure 7) or real-time inspections (Figure 6). An analysis of this matrix configuration will reveal the strengths and weakness of this communication technology with this information process.
Table 1. Generic Construction Communication Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction Information Needs</th>
<th>Parties Involved</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Internet Communication Type</th>
<th>Methods of Acquisition</th>
<th>Modes of Transfer</th>
<th>Method Archive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request for Information</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Voice</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Mail</td>
<td>Mail</td>
<td>Written</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials Management</td>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Management and</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Management</td>
<td>Contractor</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Coordination of Information</td>
<td>Fax</td>
<td>Fax</td>
<td>Video Tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td>Subs</td>
<td>E-mail</td>
<td>Interactive Internet</td>
<td>E-mail</td>
<td>E-mail</td>
<td>Audio Tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Site Records</td>
<td>Suppliers</td>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Computer File</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submittals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conference Logs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Means &amp; Methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Assurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the surprising results of establishing the matrix concept was the development of a typology for categorizing Internet communication relative to construction needs. The resulting typology for categorizing Internet communication for the architect, engineer, and contracting (A/E/C) industry is broken down into three ascending levels of information complexity. These are identified in Table 1 and elaborated upon here.

**Static Information**

Static Information (SI) is a one-way communication tool that provides communication in the form of text, graphics, and video. An example of SI that the research project has tested is sitecam technology (see Figure 3). Through any standard web browser, using a sitecam, the status of a project can be monitored from anywhere in the world at any time of the day. Recent advances in hardware and software configurations have made sitecam technology practical and cost efficient for use in the A/E/C industry. Project members can automatically acquire, collect, and distribute project photos and video clips throughout the life of a project. Sitecam does not have decision-making or collaborative communication capability with other users.

**Coordination and Management of Information (CMI)**

The second type of Internet communication tools is categorized as the Coordination and Management of Information (CMI). These communication tools function to coordinate and manage
project information in the Internet. They normally involve the processes of capturing, sharing, and archiving information. An example of an Internet communication model that coordinates and manages construction project information is a web-enabled database using ASPs.

**Interactive Internet Collaboration**

Interactive Internet Collaboration (IIC) involves the participation of remote project members in team problem solving. This virtual site visit involves the integration of wireless communication, computer networks, and video conferencing to enhance decision making by providing live video and audio to off-site personnel.

Using IIC, members can interact to resolve field situations or complete inspections that might normally delay or hinder the progress of a project. This virtual site visit inspection model is shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Collaborative Virtual Site Visit Inspection Model](image)

**Web-enabled Database**

A transferable web-enabled database, within a PSWS, using Microsoft *Access* was created and programmed into the VA Tech/VDOT Virtual Visit Site web server. This web-enabled database was created to establish a server-side remote online presence for instant access to necessary project documentation. All the previously identified documentation could be placed on the server and become searchable and immediately accessible by all necessary project personnel. The web-enabled database was created with password security that allowed qualified user access.
The only active modules created and tested were for remote surveillance site cameras, job photos, and weekly reports. These modules were setup to allow remote users to access, and with the proper security clearance upload and download data to the virtual site. This database can reside alone on a desktop as an integrated database, but without some form of networking it requires site visitation to access. By being web-enabled, the database can reside on a remote web server (see Figure 2) and thus when accessed be transformed into the user’s workstation, resulting in a more user-friendly approach than the standard file transfer protocol (FTP) used by many.

The PSWS server for this research was located on the Virginia Tech campus, although it could reside anywhere Internet access is available. In order for the wireless components of a virtual site visit model to support the functionality of wireless communications, an on-site Internet server is necessary as is high-speed Internet access. Although the researchers were lead to believe that a high speed Internet access could be inexpensively provided to the remote Wilson Creek Bridge site it was not feasible until the second quarter of 2000, just as the grant expired. The necessity of high-speed bandwidth is important to a successful demonstration of real-time field communications between remote sites. Because of the inability to deliver high-speed Internet access to the project site, the Virginia Tech campus was used for test purposes.

**Project-Specific Web Site**

Prior to creating a PSWS, an investigation into commercial availability was conducted. Many of the better products were available only as services. Additionally, there are limitations to the interoperability of these sites with other vendors’ products. The lack of a universal standard and a potential for sole-source purchasing pushed the research into the direction of building a universal PSWS.

Because much of the existing on-site project database originated as Microsoft Access, a web-enabled product utilizing Microsoft Access was considered important. Other databases could be utilized for similar purposes. All commercial products reviewed had deficiencies. This led to the development of a virtual visit research-based web site that could be transferred to any or all VDOT construction projects and used as the foundation for creating virtual site visits. Contained within the web site are areas for access to job site photos, current weather conditions, reports, project documentation, and site camera observation. Additionally, modules can be created for project diary, pay request, shop drawings, progress monitoring, correspondence, and schedules. Each of these modules can be searchable and contain current and updated information available for simultaneously review by multiple participants.

**Advanced Communication Technology**

**Sitecam Technology**

The sitecam technology was tested using both static and user-controllable video cameras. Long term testing has demonstrated that this technique is usable for extensive project monitoring, executive and project team investigations, automatic image retrieval, archiving, and automatic distribution to and from remote locations to individuals at other locations.
Using Sitecam technology the researchers were able to post static project images on the virtual visit web site at predetermined intervals utilizing file transfer protocol or “push technology.” This allows anyone with access to the web site to view current static or live images of the project at any given point in time. Both web-based user-controllable cameras and fixed automatic updating technology were tested and demonstrated as successful technologies for real-time archiving of project images. The sitecam was successfully used to capture, time-stamp, and store project still photos at specific time intervals as well as capture and store QuickTime™ video movies.

**Virtual Visit Inspections Using Wearable Computers**

The most alluring and difficult technology to use is the body-worn personal computer with an HMD. The experiments involving real-time field inspection activities using free Microsoft NetMeeting software were successful in the laboratory, although not foolproof, and were dependent on connectivity conditions of varying quality ranging from high to low. The results are not intended to diminish the success of the experiment but to establish the limits of success so that future researchers can draw from the deficiencies and make improvements.

The reliability of quality imaging is a major drawback to organizational acceptances and its use would depend on the critical nature of the need. What was successfully demonstrated was that an individual remote from the project site could in real-time visually observe, inspect, and direct project site activity for reaching a critical decision. This is an important concept, and as technology improves, the reliability of the quality of conducting a virtual visual inspection will increase.

Because of the miniaturization of the HMD, there were operator difficulties in reading the display. Eyestrain was quick to occur while operators tried to gain familiarity with the 1½-in. ocular viewfinder and its reliance on the wearer’s dominant eye. The user continually squints, closing one eye to peer into the viewfinder. Another limitation that affected the user was the cursor control. The computer comes equipped with a standard tactile joystick key. The difficulty in manipulating the key in the field makes operation difficult at best. The twiddler was substituted and made cursor control and click selection simple and easy. Typing on the twiddler was an ergonomic as well as an intellectual challenge with a single key acting as four to five different character keys. The voice activated Web-Assist browsing software worked reasonably well although other voice-activated text software required additional training time to improve its error rate. Combining the technical problems of screen viewing, cursor manipulation, and periodic signal degradation, the users tended to become frustrated quickly and diminish the perceived usability of the system as a tool for inspection and decision making. In addition, MS NetMeeting is a point-to-point audio/video conferencing software thus limiting the number of simultaneous participants in the virtual visit to two parties. Therefore, the only technical deficiencies were in the user interface and the limitations of single-point video-conference software.

The WLAN system works exceptionally well within a limited line of sight range of approximately 200 feet. Different antennae and additional access points would theoretically increase the distance and range. The only problem of significance in the WLAN occurred during field roaming when the mobile unit traveled beyond range or left the line of sight.
In summation the wearable system was a workable platform for the required communication exchange between offsite and on-site personnel, and adequate for decision making.

CONCLUSIONS

This research expanded the definition of virtual visits beyond the project site into a unifying principle built around a single multimedia database with dynamic access. The conclusions that are drawn are based on the results of this research applied to the Wilson Creek Bridge project as no other projects were investigated.

It was evident on the Wilson Creek Bridge project that information structures are fragmented and that current leadership in defining the daily organizational structure for field information strategies was led by the construction management consultant. Although there were organizational strategies for daily inspections and pay items, there was no unified database for using digitally prepared information in its native format or for instantaneous access by all project members. Technology is advancing faster then the organizational structures can adjust. What exists is a paper-based culture using digital data.

The beginnings of informational roadmapping were evident from the construction communication matrix and the web-enabled database. This roadmapping is directly transferable to improve the culture and organizational structure for corporate jobsite information management. The literature documents the efficiency, savings in time and money, and quality improvements that result from the unification and integration of field data. Additionally, project specific web sites can provide the nucleus for unification of this information in a single retrievable location.

Advanced communications techniques, notably web-based sitecams and digital image via email, are reaching mainstream usage. Technology permits the practice of wireless, virtual visits for improved decision making regarding highway constructability issues, delay potentials, and project inspections.

Rural project locations if selected for WLAN virtual visits must have a connection to the Internet backbone.

A systematic mapping and unification of information needs, and a reasonable appraisal and implementation of the appropriate communications technologies can accomplish three things:

1. Reduce data replication.
2. Increase accessibility to data for decisions.
3. Improve the quality of information exchange resulting in a faster, cheaper, better-built project.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are directed particularly at the construction and construction maintenance aspects of VDOT operations.

1. **Recognize and implement a digitally fluent organizational culture.** VDOT should take the lead in implementing a procedure for all constructors, designers, inspectors, subcontractors, suppliers, and construction managers to prepare construction data in digital formats. This should involve the total life cycle of projects and project documentation.

2. **Conduct detailed research investigation that maps VDOT’s enterprise-wide construction information needs, communication types and acquisitions, and transfer and archive modes of communication.** This should be with the intent of pursuing a strategy that unifies job site data. This investigation should be completed before any system designs and software solutions are procured. A software solutions vendor should not be engaged until the study identifies VDOT’s structural needs. Procuring through a solution vendor prior to mapping construction information needs will result in a vendor trying to fit VDOT’s needs into their existing software solutions instead of building a solution to meet VDOT’s needs.

3. **Conduct before-and-after studies to validate the return on investment in time/cost savings and in quality improvements gained by implementing an integrated jobsite information database.**

4. **Conduct a series of productivity demonstration studies using interactive sitecams and wearable computers in Internet accessible areas.** These studies should be two-fold. Perfect the tools and processes for implementing real-time Internet Interactive Collaboration (IIC) using handheld or wearable computers, and focus on productivity gains resulting from the use of virtual site inspections.

5. **Make several of the advanced communications techniques, notably web-based sitecams and digital image via email, standard field procedures.** If implemented, these activities should be incorporated as overhead items with project value added. Regarding the major concerns of a transportation construction project (constructability, delay potential, or project inspection), the practice of wireless virtual visits for improved decision making should, within limitations, be implemented.
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